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Cuckoo Quiz 5

1. What is the name of the human rights charity Rachel wanted to apply for a job with?

2. Who kidnapped Nina and held her hostage in the garage to force her to hire Rachel for the charity
job?

3. Originally rejecting Rachel's application for the charity job because it was submitted seconds passed
the deadline. Nina reveals to Ken the real reason for the rejection, what is this confession?

4. When Jess invites Ken and Dale to her house, she tries to seduce Ken who rejects her and hoes home.
What does Ken accidentally bring back home with him?

5. When Dale talks about how he met Mr Xi whilst he was in Shanghai, he was unaware that he was
recruited to deliver drugs. What did Dale believe the white powder he delivered was?

6. How many weeks has Dylan been at university before he decides to leave, having not attending any
lectures?

7. Ken tries to get Dylan's University tuition fees refunded, after Dylan decides to quit, but is refused
by the University supervisor. How much was where the tuition fees?

8. What does Ken, Dylan, Dale, and another student accidentally kill when they lift the University
supervisor’s car onto an island in a lake?

9. When Rachel discovers the engagement ring that Ben was going to give to her, what happens to it
when she accidentally drops it?

10. What does Lorna mistakenly assume when she hears Ken's mother Belinda on the phone to a
'consultant', who turns out to be a horoscope reader?

11. When Ken drives the family to Cumbria, they believe that it is for a holiday. Later, Ken and Lorna
reveal the only reason they came to Cumbria. What was their reason?

12. Who leaves on a helicopter to Shanghai with Mr Xi and Ling?
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Pegasus Alliance
2. Dale
3. She believes that Rachel is not good enough
4. The wrong baby - Jess' baby, Eliza and not Sid
5. Washing powder
6. 3 weeks

7. £9,000
8. A duck
9. Sid swallows it
10. That Belinda has terminal cancer
11. Looking for Ken's biological father
12. Ben
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